Trade Spend
Data Management
Are your trade spend programs
delivering on expectations?
A study of more than 100 foodservice executives found that only ten
percent of manufacturers believe existing trade spend processes are
eﬀective, while more than 80 percent expressed concern over claim
payment accuracy.
> Sales managers struggle to understand which programs are driving
proﬁtable product sales
> Sales operations managers spend endless hours in reconciliation;
> Sales spends as much as 50% of their time handling claims issues1
> Trading partners are irked by late payments
> Accounts managers cannot ﬁnalize their books
As the complexity and number of programs grows, managing them is an
increasing challenge.

The Organizational Impact:
The time spent negotiating, tracking, reporting, paying, and reconciling
program issues steals directly from business-building activities, and is a
major cause of strained relationships among distributors, operators and
manufacturers today. Trade spend dollars continue to increase2 while
soft costs from incorrect claims3 and disputes are on the rise.
Issues arising from ineﬀective trade spend practices aﬀect the entire
organization.

Why is iTrade Trade Spend
Data Management better?
> Systematic claims monitoring
for timeliness and
completeness
> Automated collection,
standardization, enhancement
and integration of claim and
proof of performance
information submitted by
trading partners
> Improve cash ﬂow
management with accurate
claims processing
> Proven integrations to contract
management and enterprise
software applications
> Leverage iTrade GDSN datapool
services by mapping incoming
Distributor and Operator data
to your GDSN data

The Crux of the Issue:

How it Works:

At the core is a lack of the timely, accurate information
needed to measure program performance and develop
program accountability. The only program-related data
available today is the claims and billbacks that feed into
accounting.

The solution acquires distributor and operator reported
claim data, cleanses and enriches it by mapping it to
company hierarchies such as accounts, regions and
categories, and delivers it to ERP or contract
management applications for sales and ﬁnancial business
processes. With clean and timely data, manufacturers can
reliably manage all phases of the trade spend process
including contract management, claim validation,
approvals, settlement, and analysis.

There is no capability to ensure that every dollar paid out
is accurately attributed to a speciﬁc program and every
dollar spent has a measurable return.

The Solution:
The iTrade Trade Spend Data Management solution
provides clean, timely data to enable eﬃcient
management of trade spend programs. The solution
accelerates data handling processes, increases data
accuracy, reduces disputes, and lowers program
operations costs. In a timely manner, iTrade Trade Spend
Data Management provides the accurate information
needed by contract management applications.

The Impact to Your Business
For Sales:
> Leverage trade spend data to gain insights into
customer purchase behavior
> Improve communication and collaboration across the
organization and with trading partners

For Sales Operations:
> Streamline and simplify the collection of claims and
sales performance information submitted against
trade spend programs
> Accelerate claim payments

For Accounting:
> Greatly reduce inaccurate and untimely claim
payments
> Reduce the costs of resolving disputed deductions
> Improve cash ﬂow
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